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A mildly unpleasant encounter on the Tongariro River over a recent weekend has
prompted me to remind Club members of the Tongariro River etiquette.  
•	No	single	method	has	right	of	way	over	another,	for	example	,	a	wet	fly	angler	moving		 	
 downstream through a pool has equal rights to a nymphing angler moving upstream.
•	If	the	pool	you	wish	to	fish	is	full,	never	push	in.	Simply	wait	until	someone	leaves	or	move	on	to		
 another spot.
•	An	incoming	angler	should	not	enter	the	river	in	front	of	an	angler	already	fishing	a	pool	without		
	 first	consulting	him/her.
•	If	others	are	fishing	a	pool	,	no	angler	should	occupy	a	spot	indefinitely	but	should	move	on		
 through the pool.
•	An	angler	should	always	give	room	to	another	angler	who	hooks	a	fish	near	him/her.
•	No	angler	should	move	into	the	place	of	another	angler	who	is	landing	or	who	has	just	landed				
	 a	fish.
•	Don’t	be	so	close	to	another	angler	that	you	restrict	their	casting.
•	Be	a	tidy	angler	[	this	includes	not	gutting	your	fish	on	the	river	and	disposing	of	the	gut		 	
	 contents	into	the	river	].	It	also	includes	taking	your	rubbish/old	nylon	out	with	you
Remember,  when you are out on the river, you are an ambassador for the Club.
Enough said!!!
There	have	been	some	lovely	early	season	fish	caught	on	the	Tongariro	and
Hinemaia	Rivers	and	once	the	rains	come,	it	promises	to	be	a	great	winter	fishing	season.	Very	
recently , a nine pound brown trout was taken out of the Tongariro River.
The	number	of	fish	being	weighed	in	by	Club	members	has	been	a	little	disappointing	of	recent	
times[	even	though	they	are	being	killed	and	kept].			As	a	result,	at	the	most	recent	Committee	
meeting	it	was	decided	to	offer	one	free	night	of	accommodation	at	the	Club	for	one	member	
each	month,	selected	at	random,	from	those	members	who	have	formally	weighed	in	a	fish	over	
the preceding month, starting on 1 June.
Please	read	up	on	the	rules	for	weighing	a	fish	in	before	entering	your	fish.	(See	notes	below	on	
“Catch Cards”).  
We	will	have	a	new	trophy	to	present	at	the	next	AGM.	Marian	and	Jon	Weaving	(daughter	of	
Barbara and Peter Goddard) have kindly donated a new trophy to be called the Goddard Cup to 
be	awarded	for	the	best	condition	factor	fish	weighed	in	by	a	woman	Club	member.	Good	luck	to	
our	women	Club	members	and	I	wonder	whose	name	will	appear	first	on	that	trophy?
Derek	Burtenshaw	(a	Club	Member)	has	kindly	provided	a	lock	for	the	new	container	which	is	
able to now be opened using your Club master key. Thank you Derek.  We are in the process 
of getting the container more secure on its foundations and we will then provide lighting and 
ventilation.  
Our	long	standing	club	accountant	[	Michael	Cheyne	]	has	decided	to	step	down	from	this	role.	
Our sincere thanks to Michael for his sterling work over the years. We are in the early stages of 
looking for another club member to step into the role. If you are a Club member, have accounting 
skills and would be happy to help , please put your hand up and send your information to the
Secretary/Manager	for	review.			We	use	the	MYOB	programme.
Over the next few weeks we intend to install a heat pump in the cottage. Thanks
to Dave Nicholls for getting the pump at a very competitive price and arranging installation.
My apologies but you will need to put up with another moan from me. Recently a Club member 
turned the beer fridge thermostat on to the coldest setting. As a consequence a major number
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of	bottles	and	cans	froze	and	some	broke	requiring	a	significant	clean	up.	Thank	you	to	the	
member who cleaned this up.
We are resetting the thermostat in the fridge in the lounge so that it cannot be tampered with.   
Until	this	is	undertaken	please	do	not	alter	the	temperature	of	the	fridge	in	the	lounge.		(It	has	
happened on other occasions). 
Another issue was one of the rubbish bins in the kitchen had items containing liquid placed into 
it	which	then	leaked	on	to	the	floor	and	into	the	cabinetry	resulting	in	significant	damage	to	this	
cupboard.  We are in the process of replacing this cupboard.  Do not place items containing 
liquid into the kitchen bins, place directly into the rubbish bins outside.   
Please	do	not	dump	old	cutlery,	crockery,	fry	pans,	saucepans	and	unwanted	fishing	rods	at	the	
Club	as	they	just	clutter	up	the	Club.	If	something	needs	replacing	advise	the	Secretary/Manager.
There have been requests for Club application forms to be available on the website. The 
Committee has decided against this as it may encourage people who are not supported by 
Club members to apply for Club membership. Olwyn is able to email application forms to Club 
members	who	are	wishing	to	propose	/	support	applicants	for	membership.
If you are staying at the club for a few days and are at a loose end for a few hours, please 
contact Olwyn as there are always small jobs that need to be done. The gutters around the main 
clubhouse	have	been	partially	cleared	but	need	a	final	clean-up	before	the	winter	rains	set	in.		
On	a	personal	note	,	I	have	had	both	shots	of	the	Pfizer	COVID	19	vaccination	and	felt	no	
different	from	when	I	have	my	annual	flu	vaccination.	The	more	of	us	that	are	vaccinated	,	the	
safer Aotearoa New Zealand and the Club will be. We have older members and other members 
with a compromised health system and we have a duty of care to protect our Members. 
Tight lines over the winter.
Tom Watson, President

NEWS FROM OLWYN 
As you will all be aware as from the end of May the Bank will no longer accept cheques.  
Please therefore make payments to the Club for subscriptions and nightly fees direct to the 
Club Bank Account.  06 0471 0062195 00. The Bank will still accept cash however it is not 
ideal to have cash waiting to be banked. 
There are still some subscriptions outstanding, please pay your subscription now – if in 
doubt please contact me.   
If you have internet access please email your booking with the date you are coming in and 
the date you are leaving this ensures we both have it correct. If you are phoning with your 
request the number is the same as previously, 07 3865573. 
There is always the opportunist around and over the last couple of months there has been 
an increase in property theft by those who see your gear as a way of obtaining some funds,  
please keep your gear in your room, in the locked drying room or in your locked car and 
ensure you lock the kitchen door when you are the last one out even if there is someone 
else along the other end of the building, it only takes a few minutes for someone to run in 
and grab an item or two.
Milk	is	a	continuing	issue.	Do	not	leave	milk	(or	other	items)	in	the	fridge	at	the	end	of	
your stay unless you note on them they are available and the date you have left. Milk is 
constantly being left and quickly turns into something nasty. No other member will use 
items left unless they know it is for general use.
Please let me know if you know something is not working so I can arrange for it to be 
repaired/fixed.
FORGOTTEN PROPERTY
This has been left at the Club – if it is yours please 
contact Olwyn and advise her what you wish to be                                                             
done with it. This will be disposed of in one month 
if not claimed. If  you leave something unintentionally 
please advise Olwyn by email so she can put a name 
to the item.
CATCH CARDS 
With	the	introduction	of	the	competition	for	the	monthly	random	draw	for	fish	that	have	
been	weighed	in,	this	is	a	reminder	that	cards	are	fully	and	clearly	completed,	(the	exception	
is for the condition factor which will be calculated by the Recorder on receipt). Accurate 
reading of the weigh scale and length board are important for integrity. Length is to be 
measured from the nose to the middle of the tail.    
TROUT RECIPE BOOK
If you are struggling to know what to do with your trout after you have caught it and taken 
it home there is an excellent recipe book that is available for purchase “Trout Recipes from 
New Zealand” This is a Turangi Rotary project raising funds for the Turangi Community 
including St John Youth, Turangi Foodbank, Turangi Bird Rescue, Animal Care Turangi. If 
you would like a copy of this recipe book contact Olwyn.The price is $25.00.
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GRIN  by Chris Purdon
  

Thank you Chris for this story.
A curly-topped wave breasted the bar and rolled towards them.  “Go, go!” yelled Blue, but the 
skipper	waved	him	off	without	looking	back.		He	was	watching	for	the	mother	one	that	swelled	
without showing too much. The Patea river has built a dangerous sand bar against the fury of the 
Tasman Sea, claiming many craft, as well as a few lives.
Opportunity came with the sixth swell, broad and green.  The big Evinrude growled.  The stern 
dropped like a long jumper beginning his run-up, then propelled the aluminium hull evenly up the 
channel and across the bar, with a couple of feet of water under the boat.  By the next curler the 
bow was up, splitting the wave like a sharp knife in a ripe watermelon.

“Nice work”; the comment came from Wilfred, guest for the day, sent by his doctor to shed the 
accumulated tensions of his stretched legal practice; said his life depended on it.  He had been 
meaning	to	take	time	off	for	fishing	but	half	a	lifetime	had	intervened.		He	was	used	to	being	in	
control	of	his	world,	his	staff,	his	family,	even	casual	conversation.		It	had	been	a	time	of	testing	
for him when his teeth had been extracted and his mana damaged by dribbling and awkward 
speech.  It had all but terminated his sense of humour.

The	craft	settled	into	cruising	towards	the	skipper’s	favourite	possie.		The	South	Taranaki	coast	
lost	its	definition	as	the	browns	and	greens	blended	together.		Blue	glanced	across	at	Wilfred	
from	his	position,	draped	over	the	gunwale,	behind	the	skipper:		“Money	doesn’t	necessarily	
make	you	happy”	he	thought	to	himself.		“Watch	the	test	match?”	he	called.
“Sure”, was the reply: “Too much ref and not enough play.”
“We pushed them all around the paddock,” Blue ventured.
“We always have problems at the start of a series.  We need to get the combinations right, and 
up	the	handling	skills.		A	wet	ball	shouldn’t	worry	these	guys;	they’re	professionals,	all	of	them.”
“But	there’s	gifted	players	in	the	squad,	for	sure”,	Blue	tried	again.
“Until	they	can	get	their	rhythm	and	play	as	a	team	they’ll	struggle.		There’re	too	many	of	them	
playing as individuals.”

The chat was as bumpy as the hull on the waves beneath them. There was the odd comment 
from the skipper as he pored over the instruments in front of him. He was keeping a sharp look 
out for logs that could make short work of a speeding hull.

After about forty minutes the skipper called: “Drop the marker, Blue.” He cut the motor. There 
was	a	scramble	for	the	polystyrene	float	with	its	roll	of	braided	nylon,	still	pungent	with	the	
seaweed smell of the sea. It made no sound as it dropped and unravelled into the swell under the 
weight of the miniature anchor.  Wilfred was already removing a two piece rod from its brass tube 
with	the	Lumis	trademark.	“Brand	new?”	Blue	asked.
“It was, twenty years ago. My wife gave it to me for Christmas one year with instructions to bring 
home the dinner once a week.”

There was quiet for a time as everybody tackled up and dropped their baits over the side. The 
drift	was	south-east.	The	chat	was	about	the	day’s	prospects.	The	first	blue	cod	came	over	the	
side and then it was busy.  Doubles came in, the undersize went back to the water, good ones 
swiftly	despatched	and	dropped	into	the	icebox.	When	things	quietened	off	the	skipper	turned	
the boat back beyond the marker and started the drift again. Wilfred had gone quiet, but was 
holding his own.

Blue opened a cooler bag and extracted a lump of burley that was already going mushy around 
the	outside.	The	potent	oily	smell	drifted	down	the	breeze	toward	Wilfred.		Blue	levered	lumps	off	
it and tossed them into the water, putting the remainder into a wire cage which he dropped over 
the	side,	tethered	to	a	short	rope.		“Skip’s	patent	brew”,	he	explained	to	Wilfred	as	he	watched	
with	interest	at	the	steady	greening	of	the	visitor’s	gills.	The	“brew”	proved	to	be	the	last	straw.		
Wilfred popped his rod into a vacant holder and lurched for the side, retching from the soles of 
his boots as his breakfast added to the burley.

  

  
THE REAL SERIOUS RAMBLINGS - FISHING
Thank	you	to	Jared	at	SPORTING	LIFE	for	this	update	on	the	fishing	for	May.			Of	course	it	
changes as often as the weather so check for the up to date Fishing reports on the website.     
Sporting-Life	Turangi/Fishing	Reports.	or	their	Facebook	page.
The last few months has seen quite a dry period for anglers in terms of a lack of rainfall. The 
rivers have been low and clear and very slimy. These conditions have almost produced a 
prolonged	Summer	type	of	fishing	with	Mayflies	still	seen	hatching	into	the	Middle	of	May.	This	
has	provided	some	stable	conditions	in	the	rivers	with	plenty	of	juvenile	fish	still	hanging	around.		
The	Natural	nymphs	have	worked	well,	flies	such	as	the	Pheasant	Tail	and	Caddis.		
The	level	of	Lake	Taupo	went	down	very	quickly	and	this	provided	some	great	fishing	at	the	river	
mouths.			The	Delta	still	had	smelting	fish	reported	at	the	start	of	May,	and	the	Waimarino	and	
Tauranga-Taupo	River	mouths	have	been	popular	as	the	access	to	the	drop-off	has	been	easy.	
Good	fish	numbers	built	up	at	the	mouths	with	reports	of	some	very	nice	rainbows	in	the	5-6lb	
mark reported.
The	first	lot	of	rain	in	May	saw	these	fish	move	from	the	mouths	into	the	rivers.		Being	there	at	
the	right	time	in	the	river	saw	anglers	catching	some	great	fish	and	having	a	ball	but	just	recently	
anglers	have	been	struggling	to	find	the	fish.	They	are	there	but	you	have	to	work	for	them.		The	
last week or so with the rain and little bit of colour has seen a few browns being caught when 
conditions are right. Low light or dirty water are the times to target these. 
The	river	could	possibly	do	with	a	good	fresh	to	turn	some	rocks	over	to	dislodge	the	Mayflies	
and	Caddis	nymphs	and	to	also	scour	the	slime	off	to	make	the	wading	easy.	Book	your	
accommodation	for	the	first	few	days	after	a	big	flood.	
In	general	the	Tongariro	has	continued	to	fish	well	over	the	autumn	for	the	anglers	who	are	
prepared	to	change	locations,	tactics	and	methods	to	continue	catching	fish.	
Lake Otamangakau
Reports	from	there	have	indicated	the	spin	fishing	as	quite	good	with	few	anglers	reported.	One	
angler	was	doing	well	spin	fishing	with	quite	a	few	5-6	pounders	to	the	bank.	A	reminder	that	this	
Lake closes for the season at the end of May and will re-open 1 October. 

Remember CHECK<CLEAN< DRY when you are moving between rivers and/or Lakes.
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GRIN  Continued
  

When	he	had	finished	Wilfred	scooped	a	handful	of	sea	water	to	rinse	the	bile	taste	off	his	
lips. Suddenly his face turned from green to a much paler shade. The skipper noted the drawn 
gummy	look;	“Lost	the	snappers?”	he	asked,	concerned.	Simultaneously	he	reached	for	the	
controls and started the motor, turning the boat back up the drift. “Drop the pick!” he yelled to 
Blue as he tried to estimate the distance the boat might drift back before the anchor settled, and 
how far the teeth might drift.

Without a word Blue opened a locker and extracted a weathered wetsuit and cylinder.  He 
was	in	the	water	within	a	minute.	“I’ll	give	you	thirty,	max”	said	the	skipper.	Blue	nodded	and	
disappeared.  He was in his element.  The skipper turned to Wilfred: “Might as well tackle up and 
try	for	big	snapper;	we’re	right	over	a	hot	spot.”	Wilfred	slipped	a	big	hook	through	the	midriff	of	
the	small	fish	and	the	keeper	hook	through	the	top	and	bottom	jaws,	with	the	bigger	hook’s	barb	
protruding	from	the	dorsal	fin.	They	flipped	their	baits	over	the	side.	Wilfred	was	quiet	still,	but	his	
colour was better.

The	skipper	saw	his	neighbour’s	rod	tip	dip,	not	just	the	normal	bow	and	flex	of	the	swell,	but	a	
distinct	if	tiny	jerk.		“Let	him	run	off	the	ratchet,”	he	offered.	The	patient	nodded	and	dropped	the	
tip to let the line run easier.  It did: a long sustained run of about six turns of the spool.  “Now!” 
bawled the skip, and Wilfred hauled the tip up and the rod bowed in a big arc.  The reel began 
to scream like a banshee on a spree.  It ran and ran, as if the boat was drifting and the line had 
snagged,	but	the	boat	was	firmly	anchored	and	it	was	the	snag	that	was	moving,	at	speed.

As	the	fish	ran	on	the	rod	lowered:	“Tip	up!”	the	skip	called,	and	as	the	run	slowed:	“Drop	the	tip	
and reel hard.  Try to pump him back gradually.”  Now, at last, a few turns of line were coming 
back to the reel.  A full hundred metres had disappeared in a minute but now it was being 
reclaimed, a half a metre at a time.  The angler was beginning to enjoy the tussle.  His eyes were 
brighter and even small wrinkles at the corners were beginning to reveal the excitement.

The skipper looked at his watch: “Blue should be up in a few minutes.”  Wilfred began to work 
the rod a bit harder.  Soon a ghostly pale shape showed, swirling, taking more line back from 
the	reel.		The	skipper	loosened	a	huge	landing	net	from	under	the	controls.		“That’s	a	monster	
snapper! Try and get him to lie on the surface and bring him towards the net.”  Expertly he 
worked	the	net	under	the	giant	head.		The	fish	spread	over	the	width	of	the	net	but	he	drew	the	
net	over	the	fish,	head	first,	drawing	it	towards	the	boat,.		He	had	to	shorten	his	grip	to	stop	
the handle bending, hefting it vertically to swing it over the gunwale and onto the deck.  The 
magnificent	creature	flapped	and	eyed	its	captors.		Wilfred’s	eyes	were	shining	now,	but	the	lips	
stayed	closed.		He	gripped	the	skipper’s	outstretched	hand	and	almost	smiled.

“Be	over	ten	kg.		Are	we	keeping	him?”		Wilfred	nodded.		The	skip	dispatched	it	with	a	hammer,	
rather than the usual lead loaded “bishop” used for the cod.  He hefted it toward the icebox and 
kicked	open	the	lid.		It	filled	the	big	box,	completely	obscuring	the	rest	of	the	catch.

The skipper drew a pair of binoculars from the cabin, scanning the horizon in the direction of the 
drift	for	some	time:	“There	he	is.		He’s	drifted	miles	…”		The	skipper	started	the	motor,	turning	the	
boat up towards the anchor rope as Wilfred stowed it, awkwardly.  Soon they were alongside the 
diver.	“Any	luck?”	Blue	gave	the	skipper	a	hopeless	look	and	handed	him	the	dive	bag	that	held	
a	good	cray.		He	clambered	onto	the	platform,	grabbed	the	extended	hand	and	flopped	onto	the	
deck.  They had a quick chat and decided to stop for lunch, dropping the pick again.

While the skipper ate sandwiches Blue squatted with his back to the cabin, whittling away with a 
pocket	knife:	“He’s	an	expert	carver”,	the	skip	explained.	“He	often	carves	small	works	of	art	on	
the way home.”

The	fishing	had	suddenly	gone	quiet	even	though	the	screen	showed	they	were	anchored	over	a	
good rise. The baited lines showed no sign of life so the pair in the cabin were quite happy 

to sit for a while, though the conversation was still laboured and one sided.  Wilfred refused 
the	skipper’s	offer	of	a	plump	sandwich.		Instead	he	poured	himself	some	very	black	coffee	
from	a	flask,	sipping	from	its	cup	and	slopping	a	bit	from	flaccid	lips.

Suddenly	Blue	stood	up.		He	had	extracted	the	mighty	fish	from	its	ice	coffin,	cradling	it	in	
his	arms	with	his	left	hand	over	the	front.		He	looked	at	the	skipper	briefly,	and	as	he	did	his	
left eyelid dropped a millimetre or two.  Addressing Wilfred he announced:  “Mate, you have 
landed	the	fish	of	a	lifetime!		This	fish	is	unique:	congratulations!”	and	extended	his	right	
hand, at the same time turning slightly further to his right.  Wilfred automatically extended his 
hand, blinked, looked from one to the other of his companions.  They were battling manfully 
to contain themselves.  The uncovered lips of the snapper had been carved expertly to 
accommodate	a	very	expensive	pair	of	perfect	false	teeth,	revealing	a	wonderfully	fishy	
smile.

Wilfred	gasped.	His	eyes	lit	up	as	if	someone	had	flipped	a	switch.	It	was	as	if	his	face	
had shed its wrinkles.  He looked from one to the other of his companions. No longer 
embarrassed,	the	shrunken	lips	peeled	back	as	he	launched	into	gummy	guffaws.	The	crew	
collapsed and all three were rolling around the deck.
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